
Matt Scobey (American, b. 1979)
Magic Hours, 2017
Marble tile, cast acrylic and neomydium magnets.
2.75 x 2 x 2” in an edition of 25 – $250
3.25 x 3 x 6” in an edition of 17 – $500
3.25 x 4 x 12” in an edition of 8 – $750 

Matt Scobey was born in Danville, Illinois, in 1979. He currently lives and works in Denver and has exhibited art all over 
the United States.

Scobey creates sculptural installations and functional objects that invite curious interaction. Responsive to public space 
and everyday materials, his work experiments with how to frame the encounter in projects that range from sculptural 
interventions in a grocery store; to a cardboard living room where museum goers can relax from social media; to high-
design objects reconceived with Arte Povera materials.

Magic Hours is a series of tabletop objects that explores concepts of the California Light and Space Movement. 
Characterized by a focus on perceptual phenomena, such as light, volume and scale, and the use of materials such as 
glass, neon, fluorescent lights, resin and cast acrylic, Light and Space installations are often conditioned by the work’s 
surroundings. Whether by directing the flow of natural light, embedding artificial light within objects or architecture, 
or by playing with light through the use of transparent, translucent or reflective materials, these artists made the 
spectator’s experience of light and other sensory phenomena under specific conditions the focus of their work. 

In this series, marble tile, cast acrylic and neomydium magnets create stacking tabletop objects. The objects have 
active/dormant periods dependent upon the space they are placed in and the amount of direct light hitting them 
throughout the day.  

Scobey’s works have been exhibited at galleries in Los Angeles, Miami, New York, Denver and Marfa. He has completed 
residencies at Dateline Gallery (Denver), SOMA Mexico (Mexico City) and Basekamp (Philadelphia). 

S T A R T  O R  E N H A N C E  Y O U R  C O L L E C T I O N 
Limited-edition sculptures by artist Matt Scobey 

Proceeds from sculpture sales support acquisitions for the museum’s collection.
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